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Abstract: Let ))G(V(G),E(G be a graph. A radial radio labeling, 

f, of a connected graph G is an assignment of positive integers to 

the vertices satisfying the following condition:

)(1|)()(|),( Grvfufvud  , for any two distinct vertices

)(, GVvu  , where ),( vud and )(Gr denote the distance 

between the vertices u and v and the radius of the graph G, 

respectively. The span of a radial radio labeling f is the largest 

integer in the range of f and is denoted by span(f). The radial 

radio number of G, )(Gr , is the minimum span taken over all 

radial radio labelingsof G. In this paper, we construct a graph a 

graph for which the difference between the radial radio number 

and the clique number is the given non negative integer.  

 

Keywords: diameter, frequency assignment problem, radius, 

radio labeling, radio number, radial radio number, radial radio 

number.AMS Subject Classification Code(2010):05C78 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In this paper, by a graph, we mean only finite, 

simple, undirected and connected graph. For basic notations 

and terminology, we follow [4]. Let ))(),((= GEGVG  be a 

graph. The distance ),( vud  between any two vertices u  and 

v , is the length of a shortest ),( vu  path in G . The 

eccentricity, )(ue , of a vertex u  in )(GV  is the distance of 

a vertex farthest from u . The radius of a graph G  is the 

minimum eccentricity among all the vertices and is denoted 

by )(Gr  or r . The diameter of G  is the maximum 

eccentricity among all the vertices and is denoted by 

)(Gdiam  or d . The relation between )(Gr  and )(Gdiam  

is given by the inequality )(2)()( GrGdiamGr  [8]. For 

further details on distance in graphs, one can refer [5]. 

 For a subset S  of )(GV , let >< S  denote the 

induced subgraph of G  induced by S . A clique C  is a 

subset of )(GV  with maximum number of vertices such that 

>< C is complete. The clique number of a graph G , 

denoted by )(G  or  , is the number of vertices in a 

clique of G . 

 In 1960’s Rosa[12] introduced the concept of graph 

labeling. A graph labeling is an assignment of numbers to 

the vertices or edges or both, satisfying some constraints. 
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Rosa named the labeling introduced by him as 

valuation  and later on it becomes a very famous 

interesting graph labeling called graceful labeling, which is 

the origin for any graph labeling problem. Motivated by the 

real life problems, many mathematicians introduced various 

labeling concepts[9]. Here, we see one of the familiar graph 

labelings in graph theory. 

The problem of assigning frequencies to the 

channels for the FM radio stations is known as Frequency 

Assignment Problem (FAP). This problem was studied by 

W. K. Hale[10]. 

In a telecommunication system, the assignment of 

channels to FM radio stations play a vital role. Motivated by 

the FAP, Chartrand et al.[6] introduced the concept of radio 

labeling. For a given k , )(1 Gdiamk  ,a radio k- 

coloring, f , is an assignment of positive integers to the 

vertices satisfying the following condition:  

kvfufvud  1|)()(|),(  (1) 

 for any two distinct vertices )(, GVvu  . Whenever, 

kGdiam =)( , the radio k- coloring is called a radio 

labeling[7] of G . The span of a radio labeling f  is the 

largest integer in the range of f  and is denoted by 

)( fspan . The radio number of G  is the minimum span 

taken over all radio labelings of G  and is denoted by 

)(Grn . 

Motivated by the work of Chartrand et al., on radio 

labeling, KM. Kathiresan and S. Vimalajenifer[11] 

introduced the concept of radial radio labeling. A radial 

radio labeling f  of G  is a function {1,2,...}: Vf  

satisfying the condition,  

)(1|)()(|),( Grvfufvud   (2)for any two 

distinct vertices )(, GVvu  . This condition is obtained by 

taking )(= Grk  in (1). The above condition is known as 

radial radio condition. The span of a radial radio labeling 

f  is the largest integer in the range of f . The radial radio 

number is the minimum span taken over all radial radio 

labelings of G  and is denoted by )(Grr . 

That is, )(maxmin=)(
)(

vfGrr
GVvf 

, where the 

minimum runs over all radial radio labelings of G . 

Let f  be a radial radio labeling of a graph G  and 

let C  be a clique in G . Then the minimum label in C  under 

f  is denoted by )(Cm f . That is, )(min)( vfCm
Cv

f


 .  
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Also, the maximum of all such )(Cm f , where the 

maximum runs over all cliques in G  is denoted by 

)(GCmm f  and is called the clique min max of G under f . 

In this paper, we construct some families of graphs 

with radial radio number m , for any given 0m  and 

3 .  

Now, we present some basic results, which are helpful for 

further investigation. 

The following three theorems have been proved in [2].  

Theorem 1.1 Let G  be a simple connected graph with a full 

vertex. Then )()( GGrr  .  

Theorem 1.2 Let G  be any simple connected graph. Then 

21)()(  rGrr , where   and r  are the maximum 

degree and the radius of G , respectively. 

Theorem 1.3  Let f  be a radial radio labeling of a graph 

G . Then rGCmmfspan f 1)()()(   , where   is the 

clique number of G  and r  is the radius of G .  

The next theorem has been established in [3]. 

Theorem 1.4  For any G , 2=)(Grr  if and only if 

nKG 1, , 1n . 

And we stated the following theorem which has been 

proved in [11]. 

Theorem 1.5 Let nW  , 3n  be the wheel graph. Then 





oddisnif4,

evenisnif3,
=)(

n
Wrr  

Throughout this paper, let   denote the addition modulo 

1n . 

II. RADIAL RADIO NUMBER AND CLIQUE 

NUMBER 

In this section, we construct graphs, for which the 

radial radio number is m , where 3  is the clique 

number and 0m  is any given integer. 

When 0=m , it is trivial that, K  is the required 

graph with radial radio number  . Therefore, we assume 

that, 1m . 

Theorem 2.1 For any given 1m , there is a graph G  

with 3=  and mGrr =)( .  

Proof. Given that 3= . 

When 1=m , nW , n  is odd is the required graph. We have, 

by Theorem 1.5 4=)( nWrr . 

When 2=m , consider the graph G  with vertex set 

},,,,{=)( vwzyxGV  andedgeset

},,,,{=)( vwxwxzyzxyGE  .  

Define }{1,2,3,...)(: GVg  such that 

1=)(xg  

3=)(yg  

5=)(zg  

4=)(wg  

2=)(vg  

It is obvious that, g  is a radial radio labeling for G  and 

so 5=gspan  and 5)( Grr . Also 3=)(G  and 2=r , 

by Theorem 1.2, we have 5)( Grr . Thus 5=)(Grr  . 

Therefore, assume that . Consider a graph G  with 

vertex set },...,,,,,,{=)( 21 mvvvwzyxGV  and edge set

},,,{=)( xwyzxzxyGE U }1:{ miwvi  .We have 2=r

.Define }{1,2,3,...)(: GVf  such that 

1=)(xf  

3=)(yf  

5=)(zf  

1=)( ivf i , mi 1  

3=2)(=)(  mvfwf m  

Now, we have to show that f  is a radial radio labeling of 

G . That is, to prove that f satisfies the following condition:  

3|)()(|),(  vfufvud  (3) 

 for any two distinct vertices )(, GVvu  . 

  Since 1=),( yxd  and 

3|31|1|=)()(|),(  yfxfyxd . Hence the pair 

 satisfies (3). Similarly, the pairs ,  and 

 satisfy (3). 

For the pairs ),( ji vv , mji 1 , we have

3|1)(1|2|=)()(|),(  jivfvfvvd jiji .  

Thus the pairs ),( ji vv , mji 1 , satisfies (3).Since 

3|>3)(3|1|=)()(|),(  imvfwfvwd ii , the 

pairs )( , ivw , mi 1  satisfy (3). 

From the above discussion, we conclude that f  is a radial 

radio labeling of G . This implies that, 3= mfspan  and 

hence  

3)(  mGrr (4) 

Also, we have 1=)(  mG  and , by Theorem 1.2,  

(5)Combining the inequalities (4) 

and (5), we get mGrr 3=)( .                                 

Theorem 2.2 For any given 31 m , there exists a 

graph G  with mGrr =)( . 

Proof. For 3=m  and 4= , consider the graph G  with 

vertex set },,,,,{=)( 214321 uuvvvvGV   and the edge set

4}1:{=)(  jivvGE ji  1,2}=:{ 4 iuv i . It is easy 

to verify that, 7==)( mGrr   . 

Assume that, 5  and 4m . 

Consider the graph G  with vertex set

},...,,,,...,,{=)( 12121 muuuvvvGV   and the edge set

}1:{=)(  jivvGE ji U  

1}1/21/21:{  mjandiuv ji  U  

}/212/2:{   jandiuv ji . 

Here, 2=)(Gr .Define 

 

3m

),( yx ),( zx ),( zy

),( wx

2=r

3)(  mGrr
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 }{1,2,3,...)(: GVf  such that 

12=)( ivf i ,  i1  

1)(=)( ii vfuf ,  /21 i  

1)(=)( ij vfuf ,   i2/2 and  

11/2   j  

1)(=)( 1 jj ufuf , mj   

Now,we have to show that f  satisfies the following 

condition:  

3|)()(|),(  vfufvud               (6) 

for any two distinct vertices u  and v  of G . 

Case 1 Consider the pair ),( ji vv ,  ji1 . 

Now, 3|1)(21)(2|1|=)()(|),(  jivfvfvvd jiji . 

Thus the pair ),( ji vv ,  ji1  satisfies (6). 

Case 2 Consider the pair ),( ji uu , 11  mji . 

We have 2),( ji uud , 11  mji . 

Subcase 2a If 11  ji , then 2=),( ji uud . 

Now, |=)()(|),( jiji ufufuud     

 3|1))((1)(|2  ji vfvf  

Subcase 2b If 11/2   ji , then 2=),( ji uud . 

Also, |=)()(|),( jiji ufufuud     

  3|1))((1)(|2  ts vfvf ,where 

  ts2/2 . 

Subcase 2c If 1 mji , then 2=),( ji uud . 

We have, |=)()(|),( jiji ufufuud    

  3|1))((1)(|2 11   ji ufuf . 

Subcase 2d If  /21 i  and 11/2   j , then 

3=),( ji uud . 

Since 3=),( ji uud , it is obvious that the pair ),( ji uu , 

 /21 i  and 11/2   j , satisfies (6). 

Thus the pair ),( ji uu , 11  mji  satisfies (6). 

Case 3 Consider the pair ),( ji uv ,  i1  and 

11  mj .It is easy to verify that the pair ),( ji uv , 

 i1  and 11  mj  satisfies (6). 

Thus every pair of vertices of G  satisfies (6) and so f  is a 

radial radio labeling of G . Also, mfspan =  and hence 

mGrr )( .  

Also, by Theorem 1.3, we have  mGrr )( . Thus 

mGrr =)( .                        

Theorem 2.3 For any given 4 , there exists a graph G  

with 1=)( Grr . 

Proof. 

Take ,...,,...,,,,...,,,{=)( (2)
1

(2)
2

(2)
1

(1)
1

(1)
2

(1)
1   vvvvvvxGV

},...,, )(
1

)(
2

)(
1





vvv  and

}11,1:{=)(
)(   jixvGE

j
i U   

}11,1,{
)()(   jkivv

j
k

j
i U  

}2:{ )(
1

(1)
1  jvv j

U

1}21,2:{ 1)((2)   kivv i
ki . 

Here, 1=)(Grad .Define }{1,2,3,...)(: GVf  such that 

=)(xf  

ivf i =)( (2) , 11  i  

For 11  j  and 12  i , 











otherwise1,)(

11)(1,)(
=)(

)(

)()(
1)(

i
j

i
j

i
ji

j
vf

vfifvf
vf


 

1=)(
(1)
1 vf  

1=)(
(1)

jvf j , 12  j  

Now,we have to show that f  is a radial radio labeling for 

G . The radial radio condition for G  is  

2|)()(|),(  vfufvud  (7) 

 for any two distinct vertices u  and v  of G . 

Case 1 Consider the pair ),( (1)
1vx . Since 1=),( (1)

1vxd , we 

have 2|1)(|1|=)()(|),(
(1)
1

(1)
1  vfxfvxd . 

Therefore, the pair ),( (1)
1vx  satisfies (7). 

Case 2 Consider the pair ),( (1)
ivx , 12  i .  

Since 1=),( (1)
ivxd , we have 

2|1)(|1|=)()(|),(
(1)(1)

 ii vfxfvxd . and hence 

the pair ),( (1)
ivx , 12  i  satisfies (7). 

Case 3 Consider the pair ),( )( j
ivx , 12  i  and 

 j2 . Here, 1=),( )( j
ivxd , we have 

2|)()(|),(
)()(


j
i

j
i vfxfvxd , since 1)(

)(
j

ivf , for 

all 12  i  and  j2 .Thus the pair ),( )( j
ivx , 

12  i  and  j2  satisfies (7). 

Case 4 Consider the pair ),( )()( t
s

j
i vv ,  tj,2 , 

1,1  si . 

Subcase 4a If si =  and tj  , then 2=),(
)()( t

i
j

i vvd  and so 

it is easy to verify that the pair ),( )()( t
i

j
i vv  satisfies (7). 

Subcase 4b If si   and tj = , then 1=),( )()( j
s

j
i vvd . Now,

|=)()(|),( 1)(1)(1)(1)(   j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i vfvfvvd





































1>1)(

1,>1)(if|,1})({1})({|1

1>1)(

1,1)(if|,1})({1})({|1

11)(

1>1)(if|,1})({1})({|1

11)(

1,)(if|,1})({1})({|1

)(

)()()(

)(

)()()(

)(

)()()(

)(

)()()(















j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i

vf

vfvfvf

vf

vfvfvf

vf

vfvfvf

vf

vfvfvf

 

This implies that, 

2|)()(|),( 1)(1)(1)(1)(   j
s

j
i

j
s

j
i vfvfvvd  and hence the 

pair ),( )()( j
s

j
i vv  satisfies (7). 

Hence the pair ),( )()( t
s

j
i vv , 
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 tj,2 , 1,1  si  satisfies (7). 

Case 5 Consider the pair ),( )((1) j
ki vv ,  j2 , 

1,1  ki .Since 2=),( )((1) j
ki vvd , for all  j2  and 

1,1  ki , it is easy to verify that the pair ),( )((1) j
ki vv , 

 j2 , 1,1  ki  satisfies (7). 

From the above discussion, we conclude that f  is 

a radial radio labeling of G  and hence 1= fspan . This 

forces that, 1)( Grr . 

We can see that G  contains   copies of K . 

Let   ivvvxKV iiii 1:},...,,{=)( )(
1

)(
2

)(
1

)( . Then 

from the definition of G , we have 1=),( vxd , for all 

}{)( xGVv  . By Theorem 1.1, we have )(Grr . 

Suppose =)(Grr . Then there exists a radial radio labeling 

c  such that )(== Grrcspan  . 

Consider the copies )(iK ,  i2 . Since 

1=),( )()( i
k

i
j vvd , 11  kj  and 1=r , the integers 

1,2,3,...,  are enough to label the vertices of )(i
vK , for some 

i . First, if we label the vertices of (3)
K  with integers 

1,2,3,..., . Since 1=),( 1)((2) i
ki vvd , )()( 1)((2)  i

ki vcvc , 

12  i , 11  k . Also, 1=),( )(
1

(2) j
i vvd , 

11  i ,  j3 , so that )(=)( )(
1

(2) j
i vcvc . This 

happens only when )()( )(
1

(2) k
i vcvc  ,  kj3 . 

 Suppose )(=)( )(
1

(2) k
i vcvc , for some j  and k , 

then we need a new label other than 1,2,3,... , which is a 

contradiction to our assumption. 

Consider (2)
K . Since 1=),( 1)((2) i

ji vvd , 

12  i , nj 2  and 2=),( )(2 k
ji vvd , 1,2  ki  

and 1 ik , )(=)( )((2) k
ji vcvc , 1,2  ki , 1 ik . 

Also, 2=),( 1)(
1

(2) i
i vvd , )(=)( 1)(

1
(2) i
i vcvc , 12  i . 

Finally, we have to label (1)
K . Since 1=),( (1)

1vxd  and 

1=),( (1)(1)
1 ivvd , 12  i  and label of each 

)(
1

iv  is 

distinct, we can not label 
(1)
1v  with integers 1,2,3,..., , 

which is a contradiction. From the above discussion, we 

conclude that >)(Grr , which implies )(Grr . This 

completes the proof.                                      

The following corollary is the generalization of the 

above theorem.  

Corollary 2.4 For any given 4 , and <2 m , there 

exists a simple connected graph G  with mGrr =)( .  

Proof. Consider the graph G  with )(GV  and )(GE  are 

defined as follows: 
)(

,{=)(
j

ivxGV , 11  i , }1  j  

}11,1:{=)(
)(   jixvGE

j
i U  

}11,1,{
)()(   jkivv

j
k

j
i U  

}2,1:{ )(
1

(1)  jmivv j
i U   

1}21,2:{ 1)((2)   kivv i
ki . 

Here, 1=)(Grad .Define }{1,2,3,...)(: GVf  such that 

=)(xf  

ivf i =)(
(1) , mi 1  

ivf im =)( (1)
 , mi  2  

ivf i =)( (2) , 11  i  

For 11  j  and 12  i , 











otherwise1,)(

11)(1,)(
=)(

)(

)()(
1)(

i
j

i
j

i
ji

j
vf

vfifvf
vf


 

By the above theorem, we can easily show that 

mGrr =)( , 4  and <m .      

By combining all the above results, we conclude 

the following: 

Theorem 2.5 For any given 0m , there exists a graph G  

for which mGrr =)( , where 3 .   
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